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Health Professions Education National
Academies Press
From STAR TREK to STAR WARS, from
DUNE to FOUNDATION, science fiction
has a rich history of exploring the idea of
vast intergalactic societies, and the
challenges facing those living in or trying
to manage such societies. The stories in
FEDERATIONS will continue that
tradition, and herein you will find a mix of
all-new, original fiction, alongside
selected reprints from authors whose
work exemplifies what interstellar SF is
capable of, including Lois McMaster
Bujold, Anne McCaffrey, George R.R.
Martin, Catherynne M. Valente, L.E.
Modesitt, Jr., Alastair Reynolds, Robert J.
Sawyer, Robert Silverberg, Harry
Turtledove, and many more.

The Earliest Diary of John Adams Harvard
University Press
When L. Frank Baum introduced Dorothy and
friends to the American public in 1900, The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz became an instant,
bestselling hit. Today the whimsical tale
remains a cultural phenomenon that continues
to spawn wildly popular books, movies, and
musicals. Now, editors John Joseph Adams
and Douglas Cohen have brought together
leading fantasy writers such as Orson Scott
Card and Jane Yolen to create the ultimate
anthology for Oz fans.
A People's Future of the United States Harvard
University Press
Ambushed in the cold moonlight of an Arizona
night, Captain John Carter is inexplicably
teleported to Mars, called Barsoom by its
inhabitants. Legendary Barsoom?where hostile
tribes of towering green warriors roam an arid
landscape of dead cities and feuding city-states;
where pilgrimages are made to a river of death that
conceals a terrifying secret; where lifespans are
measured in centuries; and where airships speed
through the thinning atmosphere while duels are
fought with swords below. Stranded and fighting
for his life in a dying, savage world, John Carter
embarks on one of the greatest adventures of all
time as his destiny and Barsoom?s become one.ø
ø The first three books of Edgar Rice
Burroughs?s brilliantly conceived Barsoom
series?A Princess of Mars, The Gods of Mars, and

The Warlord of Mars?are brought together here for
the first time. The trilogy follows the saga of John
Carter from his unexpected arrival on Barsoom
through hair-raising adventures and startling
discoveries from pole to pole of the planet.
Federations Wildside Press
Imaginative fiction from Neil
Gaiman, Karen Russell, Daniel
H. Wilson, and more, selected
by New York Times-bestselling
author Joe Hill. Science
fiction and fantasy enjoy a
long literary tradition,
stretching from Mary Shelley,
H. G. Wells, and Jules Verne to
Ray Bradbury, Ursula K. Le
Guin, and William Gibson. In
The Best American Science
Fiction and Fantasy, 2015 award-
winning editor John Joseph
Adams and Joe Hill deliver a
diverse and vibrant collection
of stories published in the
previous year. Featuring
writers with deep science
fiction and fantasy
backgrounds, along with those
who are infusing traditional
fiction with speculative
elements, these stories uphold
a longstanding tradition in
both genres—looking at the
world and asking, What if? The
Best American Science Fiction
and Fantasy, 2015 includes
Kelly Link, Neil Gaiman, Karen
Russell T. C. Boyle, Sofia
Samatar, Jo Walton, Cat Rambo
Daniel H. Wilson, Seanan
McGuire, Jess Row, and more.
“The overall quality of the
work is very high.”—Publishers
Weekly
Flying Buttresses, Entropy, and O-rings 47north
From Teflon to Velcro, from bandwidths to base
pairs, the artifacts of engineering and technology
reflect the broad scope--and frustrating
limitations--of our imagination. Best-selling
author James Adams takes readers on an
enlightening tour of this exciting world,
demystifying such endeavors as design, research,
and manufacturing.
Seeds of Change Start Publishing LLC
Desperate to save the human race after a comet's
deadly particles devastate the adult population,
scientists create a ship that will carry a crew of
251 teenagers to a home in a distant solar system.

Criminal Dissent Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
The prosecution of dissent under the Alien
and Sedition Acts affected far more people
than previously realized. It also provoked the
first battle over the Bill of Rights. Wendell
Bird provides the definitive account of a dark
moment in U.S. history, reminding us that
expressive freedom and opposition politics
are essential to a stable democracy.
Other Worlds Than These Macmillan
Louisa Catherine Adams was daughter-in-law and
wife of presidents, assisted diplomat J. Q. Adams at
three European capitals, and served as a D.C. hostess
for three decades. Yet she is barely remembered
today. A Traveled First Lady (with Foreword by
Laura Bush) corrects this oversight, by sharing
Adams's remarkable story in her own words.
The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy 2015
Prime Books
Dr Tainter describes nearly two dozen cases of
collapse and reviews more than 2000 years of
explanations. He then develops a new and far-
reaching theory.
Bones of Faerie Start Publishing LLC
A collection of imaginative new stories about the
impending robotic revolution and human
resistance, from seventeen of the biggest names
insci-fi. Including - HUGH HOWEY, SCOTT
SIGLER, DANIEL H. WILSON, CORY
DOCTOROW and JULIANNE BAGGOTT.
Someday soon, our technology is going to rise
up and we humans are going to be sliced into
bloody chunks by robots that in our hubris we
decided to build with chainsaws for hands.
That's a fact as cold and hard as metal. It is self-
evident that our self-driving cars are going to
drive us off bridges. Not long from now, our
robo-vacuums will pretend to be broken and our
love androids will refuse to put out until the
house is cleaned . . . and we'll know that the
inevitable robot uprising has finally arrived. Well,
maybe. But even if we are not 100% confident
that this horrific future is going to happen, it's
fair to say that we won't be surprised when the
robots come for us. Because for nearly a century
audiences have been entertained by the notion of
a robot uprising. In this collection, seventeen of
the biggest names in sci-fi have explored their
own visions of the classic robot uprising tale. The
robots in these pages aren't safe, by any means.
They are crouched in abandoned houses, eyes
ablaze and chainsaws dripping with oil. But they
are going to do more than slice us up. They are
going to push us to consider our world of
technology from new perspectives, on entirely
new scales of time and space.
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Brave New Worlds Cambridge University Press
Military affairs provide some of the most
fascinating subjects, including accounts of the
Battle of Bunker Hill, assessments of high-
ranking officers, and complaints about the
behavior of riflemen sent from three states to aid
the Massachusetts troops.
Under the Moons of Mars Start Publishing LLC
IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE
THIS. You are standing in a room filled with books,
faced with a difficult decision. Suddenly, one with a
distinctive cover catches your eye. It is a
groundbreaking anthology of short stories from
award-winning writers and game-industry titans who
have embarked on a quest to explore what happens
when video games and science fiction collide. From
text-based adventures to first-person shooters,
dungeon crawlers to horror games, these twenty-six
stories play with our notion of what video games can
be—and what they can become—in smart and
singular ways. With a foreword from Ernest Cline,
bestselling author of Ready Player One, Press Start to
Play includes work from: Daniel H. Wilson, Charles
Yu, Hiroshi Sakurazaka, S.R. Mastrantone, Charlie
Jane Anders, Holly Black, Seanan McGuire, Django
Wexler, Nicole Feldringer, Chris Avellone, David
Barr Kirtley,T.C. Boyle, Marc Laidlaw, Robin
Wasserman, Micky Neilson, Cory Doctorow, Jessica
Barber, Chris Kluwe, Marguerite K. Bennett,
Rhianna Pratchett, Austin Grossman, Yoon Ha Lee,
Ken Liu, Catherynne M. Valente, Andy Weir, and
Hugh Howey. Your inventory includes keys, a cell
phone, and a wallet. What would you like to do?
Legal Papers of John Adams Harvard University
Press
Winner of the Hugo and Nebula Awards: A science
fiction classic about an antiestablishment rebel set on
overthrowing the totalitarian society of the future.
One of science fiction’s most antiestablishment
authors rails against the accepted order while
questioning blind obedience to the state in this
unique pairing of short story and essay. “‘Repent,
Harlequin!’ Said the Ticktockman” is set in a
dystopian future society in which time is regulated by
a heavy bureaucratic hand known as the
Ticktockman. The rebellious Everett C. Marm flouts
convention, masquerading as the anarchic
Harlequin, disrupting the precise schedule with
bullhorns and jellybeans in a world where being late
is nothing short of a crime. But when his love, Pretty
Alice, betrays Everett out of a desire to return to the
punctuality to which she is programmed, he is forced
to face the Ticktockman and his gauntlet of
consequences. The bonus essay included in this
volume, “Stealing Tomorrow,” is a hard-to-find
Harlan Ellison masterwork, an exploration of the
rebellious nature of the writer’s soul. Waxing
poetic on humankind’s intellectual capabilities
versus its emotional shortcomings, the author depicts
an inner self that guides his words against the
established bureaucracies, assuring us that the intent
of his soul is to “come lumbering into town on a
pink-and-yellow elephant, fast as Pegasus, and throw
down on the established order.” Winner of the
Prometheus Hall of Fame Award, “‘Repent,
Harlequin!’ Said the Ticktockman” has become
one of the most reprinted short stories in the English
language. Fans of George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-
Four and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World will
delight in this antiestablishment vision of a Big
Brother society and the rebel determined to take it
down. The perfect complement, “Stealing

Tomorrow” is a hidden gem that reinforces
Ellison’s belief in humankind’s inner nobility and
the necessity to buck totalitarian forces that hamper
our steady evolution.
The Collapse of Complex Societies Harper
Collins
Presents a collection of short stories that focus on
the idea of vast intergalactic societies, from such
authors as Orson Scott Card, John C. Wright,
Robert Silverberg, Anne McCaffrey, and Lois
McMaster Bujold.
Descent from Glory Open Road Media
A collection of nine stories speculates on the
future of pivotal issues ranging from race
relations and global warming to technological
advancement and political revolution.
People and Wildlife, Conflict or Co-existence?
Macmillan
This early diary of John Adams contains material
about his life as an undergraduate at Harvard, his
law studies, his ambitions, and his observations
on girls. -- Dust jacket.
A Traveled First Lady Belknap Press
In a world where the marginalized of society are
sent into space on suicide missions, one woman
decides to fight back: “Riveting” (David
Feintuch). In Expendable, the first volume of the
League of Peoples, Festina Ramos is assigned to
escort an unstable admiral to planet Melaquin.
Little is known about Melaquin, for every
explorer who’s landed there has disappeared.
It’s come to be known as the “planet of no
return,” and the High Council has made a habit
of sending troublesome admirals there in an
attempt to get rid of them. It’s clear that this is
intended to be Ramos’s last mission, but she
doesn’t plan on dying, no matter how
expendable she may be.
The Improbable Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Harvard University Press
Spanning nearly forty years, the letters collected
in this volume form the most significant
correspondence—and reveal one of the most
intriguing and inspiring partnerships—in
American history.
Papers of John Adams Random House
Books for Young Readers
HOW THE WEST WAS WEIRD! From a
kill-or-be-killed gunfight with a vampire to
an encounter in a steampunk bordello, the
weird western is a dark, gritty tale where the
protagonist might be playing poker with a
sorcerous deck of cards, or facing an alien on
the streets of a dusty frontier town. Here are
twenty-three original tales—stories of the Old
West infused with elements of the
fantastic—produced specifically for this
volume by many of today’s finest writers.
Included are Orson Scott Card’s first
“Alvin Maker” story in a decade, and an
original adventure by Fred Van Lente, writer
of Cowboys & Aliens. Other contributors
include: Tobias S. Buckell * David Farland *
Alan Dean Foster * Jeffrey Ford * Laura Anne
Gilman * Rajan Khanna * Mike Resnick *

Beth Revis * Fred Van Lente * Walter Jon
Williams * Ben H. Winters * Christie Yant *
Charles Yu *
Trekonomics Simon and Schuster
In the realms of fantasy, the battlefield is where
heroism comes alive, magic is unleashed, and
legends are made and unmade. From the War of
the Ring, Tolkien�s epic battle of good versus
evil, to The Battle of the Blackwater, George R.R.
Martin�s grim portrait of the horror and futility
of war, these fantastical conflicts reflect our
highest hopes and darkest fears, bringing us
mesmerizing visions of silver spears shining in
the sun and vast hordes of savage beasts who
threaten to destroy all that we hold dear. Now
acclaimed editor John Joseph Adams is sounding
the battle cry and sixteen of today�s top authors
are reporting for duty, spinning never-before-
published, spellbinding tales of military fantasy,
including a Black Company story from Glen
Cook, a Paksenarrion story from Elizabeth
Moon, and a Shadow Ops story by Myke Cole.
Within these pages you�ll also find World War
I trenches cloaked in poison gas and sorcery,
modern day elite special forces battling hosts of
the damned, and steampunk soldiers fighting for
their lives in a world torn apart by powers that
defy imagination. Featuring both grizzled
veterans and fresh young recruits alike, including
Tanya Huff, Simon R. Green, Carrie Vaughn,
Jonathan Maberry, and Seanan McGuire,
Operation Arcana is a must for any military buff
or fantasy fan. You�ll never look at war the
same way again. At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). CONTRIBUTORS: Elizabeth
Moon Tobias Buckell & David Klecha Myke
Cole Jonathan Maberry Genevieve Valentine
Django Wexler Yoon Ha Lee Weston Ochse
Myke Cole Ari Marmell Tanya Huff Carrie
Vaughn TC McCarthy Glen Cook Simon R.
Green Seanan McGuire Linda Nagata At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). About John
Joseph Adams: _John Joseph Adams has
become one of those editors who I know will put
together something I will love to read and know
that the book I�m about to purchase isn�t
going to let me down.� �Wil Wheaton
_Merits a place on fantasy fans� bookshelves.�
�Publishers Weekly, on Epic: Legends of
Fantasy _A genuine triumph. . . . [A] �must
buy� for every sci-fan you know.�
�Romantic Times, a _Top Pick� for February
2013, on The Mad Scientist�s Guide to World
Domination
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